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Abstract—Developing highly efﬁcient routing protocols for
Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) is a challenging task
mainly due to the special characters of such networks: large-scale
sizes, frequent link disconnections and rapid topology changes. In
this paper, we propose an adaptive quality of service (QoS) based
routing for VANETs called AQRV. This new routing protocol is
to adaptively choose the intersections through which data packets
pass to reach the destination, and the selected route should satisfy
with the QoS constraints and fulﬁll the best QoS in terms of
three metrics, namely connectivity probability, packet delivery
ratio and delay. To achieve the above objectives, we mathematically formulate the routing selection issue as a constrained
optimization problem, and propose an Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO) based algorithm to solve this problem. In addition, a
terminal intersection concept is presented to decrease routing
exploration time and alleviate network congestion. Moreover,
in order to decrease network overhead, we propose Local QoS
Models (LQM) to estimate real-time and complete QoS of urban
road segments. Simulation results validate our derived LQM
models and show the effectiveness of AQRV.
Index Terms—QoS, ACO, Routing protocol, Models, VANETs.

I. I NTRODUCTION
S an important component of smart cities and Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS), Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) have been attracting increasing attentions
from both research and industry communities and they are
considered as a special type of Mobile Ad hoc Networks
(MANETs) [1]. In the environments of VANETs, each vehicle
can act as a router to communicate with each other without
relying on ﬁxed infrastructure supports. There are two wireless
communication ways including Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and
Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) [2] for various applications,
which are classiﬁed into safety and infotainment applications [3], such as collision warning, driver assistance, Internet
access and so on. Compared with other MANETs, VANETs
have special characteristics [4] involving the high mobility,
self-organization, road pattern restrictions, no energy constraints, large-scale network sizes and so on. Although we have
achieved remarkable developments in VANETs, there are still
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many challenges in the ﬁelds of designs and implementations,
such as security, privacy, routing, scalability and quality of
service (QoS). In this paper, we mainly focus on the network
routing problems with QoS constraints.
Position-based routing protocols [5] are considered to be
more stable and suitable for large-scale dynamic VANET
environments, and they make use of the geographic positions
of mobile nodes to relay data packets. However, these routing
protocols still suffer from various limitations. VADD [6] and
A-STAR [7] make routing decisions utilizing the historical or
statistic route QoS, which are not accurate in dynamic VANET
environments. In order to solve this problem, SADV makes
use of periodic packet forwarding to estimate the real-time
QoS of routing paths, but this method may result in network
congestions especially in the case of high network loads.
GyTAR [8] and TADS [9] employ local trafﬁc parameters
(such as vehicle densities and vehicle distributions) to select
the next intersection. However, these trafﬁc parameters can not
comprehensively reﬂect the QoS of routing paths, for example,
higher vehicle densities can improve network connectivity,
but they may exacerbate end-to-end packet delivery ratio
in the case of heavy data ﬂows. On the other hand, when
choosing the next intersection, GyTAR and TADS routing
protocols neglect the corresponding global routing QoS, as
a result, data packet transmission may suffer from extreme
trafﬁc conditions (network partitions or congestions) in the
future routing selection processes. CAR [10] is a sourcedriven routing protocol and it explores complete end-to-end
routing paths by means of the blind ﬂooding scheme, but this
method is not efﬁcient, and usually leads to very high network
overhead.
Based on the above descriptions, the main challenges we undergo are given as follows: (1) the QoS of route is not accurate,
(2) the methods of QoS estimation are not efﬁcient, (3) the
routing selections are implemented by means of the incomplete
or local QoS, and (4) the routing exploration algorithms are
not effective and adaptive. In this paper, an Adaptive QoSbased Routing for VANETs called AQRV is proposed to deal
with the aforementioned problems. We ﬁrstly formulate this
route selection issue as an optimization problem, and propose
an ACO-based algorithm to solve this NP-complete issue.
Then, based on both global and local pheromone (reﬂecting
the QoS of routing paths and road segments, respectively),
AQRV makes use of forward and backward ants to establish the optimal route via an opportunistic method rather
than the blind ﬂooding. Once the route selection process is
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completed, source vehicles initiate data packets transmission,
which is implemented through dynamic intersection selections.
Note that the comprehensive real-time local QoS (namely
connectivity probability, delay and packet delivery ratio) is
derived by our mathematical models. In addition, a simple
greedy carry-and-forward mechanism [11] is adopted to relay
packets between two adjacent intersections so as to reduce the
effects of individual vehicle movements on the routing paths.
Thanks to dynamic routing decisions on intersections and
closed cooperations of different ants and communication pairs,
AQRV is capable of adaptively coping with rapid topology
changes in VANET scenarios.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) We introduce a Terminal Intersection (TI) model for a
source or destination vehicle. Compared with an end-to-end
routing path for each communication pair, this model makes a
group of communication pairs (sharing the same TIs and QoS
requirements) directly forward data packets using the explored
backbone paths, and thus this scheme is beneﬁcial to the
decrease of routing exploration time and network congestions.
(2) An ACO-based algorithm is proposed to search for the
optimal QoS route between two terminal intersections. This
algorithm mainly consists of the candidate route derivation
process and the optimal route selection process, and it enables
different communication pairs and ants closely collaborate
with each other, so as to update the latest routing information
and adaptively cope with rapid topology changes.
(3) An opportunistic method is proposed in the candidate
route derivation process by means of both local and global pheromone. Compared with blind ﬂooding or broadcast
mechanisms, our method helps to explore new routing paths,
decrease routing exploration time and reduce network overhead. Besides, employing global pheromone can improve route
stability and avoid extreme routing conditions in upcoming
routing selections.
(4) We derive mathematical models for local road segment
QoS (namely connectivity probability, packet delivery ratio
and delay). These local QoS models are used to estimate realtime local and global pheromone in AQRV. Compared with
other QoS estimation methods, such as forwarding periodic
update messages between adjacent intersections [12] and onthe-ﬂy collection process [10], our models can alleviate network congestions and decrease network overhead.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related
works are described in Section II. AQRV routing protocol is
detailed in Section III. In Section IV, we derive the local QoS
models in 1-lane road segment scenarios. Section V presents
and analyzes the simulation results. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED WORKS
The challenges of network routing protocols in dynamic
environments have been attracting more and more research
efforts [4], and a number of routing protocols have been
proposed to solve related problems and support adverse applications for VANETs [8], [13], [14].

A. QoS-based routing protocols
VANETs support a number of applications for safety and
comfortability, so efﬁcient QoS-based routing protocols [15]
are necessary to forward packets within the required QoS
constraints. GyTAR [8] dynamically chooses the next intersection by considering curvemetric distance from each candidate
intersection to destination as well as local vehicle densities.
Obviously, the mechanism of dynamic intersection selections
helps GyTAR ﬁnd more robust routing paths and cope with
rapid topology changes. However, local vehicle densities and
global distance are not enough to choose the best routing path,
and data packets may suffer from local maximum problems
in upcoming road segments. ARP-QD [16] is an QoS-based
routing protocol in terms of hop count, link duration and
connectivity, so as to cope with dynamic topology and keep
the balance between stability and efﬁciency of the algorithm.
However, connectivity is estimated by broadcasting beacon
packets, which may cause channel congestions in the case of
high trafﬁc loads. In addition, it is not enough to only use a
global distance to reﬂect the overall QoS of a routing path.
GEOPPS [17] is a novel delay tolerant routing algorithm that
exploits the available information from navigation systems to
opportunistically relay data packets, but its delay model is
of too high computational complexity to run in real time.
MURU [18] uses the Expected Disconnection Degree (EDD)
to establish the optimal path based on predicted speeds, node
locations and road geometries, but only local information is
applied to make routing decisions, thus it is more likely to
suffer from local optimums.

B. Intersection-based routing protocols
Intersection-based routing protocols [10], [12], [8], [9], [19]
are more effective and stable in VANET urban scenarios.
GSR [20] makes use of a city digital map to search the
shortest path towards the destination, but it neglects the trafﬁc
information along the route and frequently undergo network
partition problems in sparse networks. In CAR [10], a source
vehicle broadcasts request packets towards its destination to
gather the available information (vehicle densities, hop counts
and passing-through intersections) along the routes. Once
receiving the request packets, the destination conﬁrms the
best routing path and then replies this route’s information to
the source. However, due to maintaining complete end-to-end
routing paths, CAR is not adaptive to the routing changes.
SADV [12] utilizes static nodes located at road intersections
to support packet relaying, so the packets can then be buffered
for a while in the static nodes until a suitable vehicle is
available along the best delivery path. Note that these static
nodes are not connected over a wired network, and the realtime delay between two adjacent intersections is updated by
periodic messages, which may lead to network congestions.
IEGRP [21] is a hybrid vehicular routing protocol that facilitates V2V or V2I unicast communication by dynamically
changing its routing decisions on intersections. Note that these
intersections are connected with each other via high bandwidth
links. In addition, a simple greedy carry-and-forward scheme
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is used to relay data packets between intermediate vehicles
and intersections.
C. ACO-based routing protocols
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) originated from the food
foraging behaviors of real ants [22], [23], and it can be used
to solve multi-objective problems with high computational
complexities, such as traveling salesman problems [24]. ACO
can also be suitable to VANET routing problems [25], [26]
because of the following reasons: (1) scalability: the number of
ants in ACO may vary based on network sizes, and scalability
is also promoted based on the interactions among different
ant colonies; (2) adaptation: ants can change, die or reproduce
themselves based on network changes; (3) parallelism: ants
operations are inherently parallel, and this scheme helps to
speed up convergence processes; (4) fault tolerance: the losses
of a few nodes or links would not result in catastrophic
failures, as ACO intrinsically shows an uncentralized control
mechanism. Based on above arguments, ACO is superior in
terms of excellent adaptation, robustness and decentralized
nature, which meet the requirements to solve dynamic routing optimization problems. HAMRV [27] employs ACO to
design a multi-objective heuristic algorithm, which is used to
search the optimal route based on the shortest distance and
lowest probability of disconnection. ANTHOCNET [28] is
a hybrid routing algorithm that combines the reactive route
establishment with the proactive route maintenance process.
Nevertheless, each ant in ANTHOCNET has to maintain
all the addresses of visited vehicles, which expand network
overhead especially for long-distance routes.
D. V2I-based routing protocols
V2I-based routing protocols [29], [30], [31] for VANETs
have been extensively investigated to cope with the signiﬁcant
topology variations. VPGR [32] forwards data packets from
source vehicles to ﬁxed infrastructures in urban environments
by predicting a sequence of valid intersections. These valid
intersections are calculated by means of the geographic positions, velocities, directions and accelerations of vehicles.
However, VPGR neglects the real-time trafﬁc information
(e.g., vehicle density) within road segments. Based on the
movement characteristics of vehicles and the spatial relationship between vehicles and roadside units, PIACO-AODV [33]
is proposed to improve the performance of AODV [34] in V2I
environments, and in this routing protocol, heuristic information of ACO algorithm scheme is modiﬁed so as to obtain a
higher convergence rate and increase the stability of VANETs.
DUBHE [35] is a reliable and low-latency routing protocol
for transmitting data from source vehicles to stationary roadside infrastructures, and it is composed of three components
including a delay model, a path choosing algorithm and an
improved greedy broadcast algorithm. IGRP [36] is an efﬁcient
routing protocol for V2I communication, and it is based on
effective road intersection selections, which are implemented
in terms of network connectivity, delay, bandwidth and error
rate. However, IGRP is a source-driven routing protocol, which
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requires a complete route and can not cope with rapid topology
changes in VANET environments.
In order to effectively address the aforementioned problems,
we propose an adaptive QoS-based routing protocol called
AQRV. Firstly, we design a Terminal Intersection (TI) model,
and propose an ACO-based algorithm to establish the best
routing path by means of both local road segment QoS and
global QoS. In addition, so as to improve routing stability,
adaptively cope with topology changes and decrease network
overhead, data packets are forwarded intersection by intersection, rather than via the complete route stored in the headers
of packets as used in other source-driven routing protocols.
Furthermore, we derive the mathematical models to estimate
local real-time QoS of road segments in terms of connectivity
probability, delay and packet delivery ratio.
III. AQRV ROUTING ALGORITHM
In this section, we propose AQRV routing protocol in
details. AQRV is an adaptive intersection-based routing with
the use of an ACO-based algorithm to search the optimal
QoS route. The QoS is measured in terms of connectivity
probability, packet delivery ratio and delay. In fact, each source
vehicle ﬁrstly sends a routing request to its TIS (Terminal
Intersection for a Source vehicle) for available routing information before forwarding data packets. If such routing
information exists, a positive response is sent back to source
vehicle S, which directly initiates data packets forwarding.
Otherwise, TIS replies to S with a negative message, and then
based on both local and global pheromone, TIS implements
optimal route establishment processes between TIS and TID
(Terminal Intersection for a Destination vehicle) using ACO.
AQRV is mainly composed of two components: the terminal
intersection selection and the optimal route establishment.
A. System model
In this paper, we assume that each vehicle is equipped
with a Global Positioning System (GPS) facility, digital map
and navigation system, which provide the vehicles information
(including vehicle speeds, moving direction and geographical
positions), the positions of intersections and the length of road
segments. Besides, we suppose that source vehicles can obtain
the geographic locations of their respective destinations using
location services, and different communication pairs have the
same QoS requirements. Moreover, a Static Node (SNi ) is
installed on each intersection Ii to help packets forwarding
and routing information storage.
AQRV aims at ﬁnding the optimal route in urban scenarios
with the best QoS in terms of connectivity probability, packet
delivery ratio and delay while satisfying the delay constraint.
Here we assume that the urban street map is abstracted as
graph G (I, E), and for any two neighboring intersections,
there is a road segment to connect them. Obviously, we can
deﬁne that the optimal backbone route y consists of a sequence
of intersections {I1 , I2 , ..., Im−1 , Im }, which are connected by
a set of road segments {e1 , e2 , ..., en−1 , en }, where n = m−1.
Note that I1 is the ﬁrst intersection connected to source vehicle
S, and Im is the last intersection connected to destination
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vehicle D. Here we set I1 to TIS and Im to TID. Based on
above considerations, AQRV routing issue can be formulated
as an optimization problem, and the objective function is given
as
max F (y) =ϕ1 · P C (y) + ϕ2 · P DR (y) +
Dth − D (y)
1
ϕ3 ·
·
Dth
(1 + Dv (y))
where

(1)

⎧
n

⎪
P C (y) =
P C (ei )
⎪
⎪
⎪
i=1
⎪
⎪
n
⎪

⎪
⎪
P DR (ei )
⎨ P DR (y) =
i=1

n

⎪
⎪
D (y) =
D (ei )
⎪
⎪
⎪
i=1
⎪
⎪
n
 Dv(ei )
⎪
⎪
⎩ Dv (y) =
n

(2)

i=1

subject to
D (y) ≤ Dth

(3)

where F (y) denotes our objective function and represents the
global QoS of route y from TIS to TID. P C (y), P DR (y),
D (y) and Dv (y) stand for the connectivity probability, packet
delivery ratio, delay and delay variance of route y, respectively.
P C (ei ), P DR (ei ), D (ei ) and Dv (ei ) represent road segment ei ’s connectivity probability, packet delivery ratio, delay
and delay variance, respectively. Dth is the delay threshold.
ϕ1 , ϕ2 and ϕ3 are weight values, and ϕ1 + ϕ2 + ϕ3 = 1.
During the normalization process of the QoS metrics, in
order to remove the dimensional characteristic effect of D (y)
and avoid the overwhelming inﬂuence of Dv (y), we use
Dth −D(y)
1
· (1+Dv(y))
to make its value less than 1.
Dth
B. Terminal intersection selection
In this section, we present the terminal intersection (TIS or
TID) selection process for the corresponding communication
pairs. A terminal intersection is determined by two factors,
namely the moving direction of a communication terminal (
source vehicle S or destination vehicle D) and the distance
from itself to its neighboring intersections. Based on these
parameters, a score is allocated to each candidate intersection,
and then the one owning the highest score is selected as the
terminal intersection. The score expression is given as

d (Ii )
Score (Ii ) = χ · 1 −
+ (1 − χ) · Dir (Ii ) (4)
L
where L is the current road segment length, d (Ii ) means the distance between a communication terminal and its
neighboring intersection Ii , χ denotes the weight parameter,
and Dir (Ii ) stands for the communication terminal’s moving
direction value, which is given as
Dir (Ii ) =

1, the terminal vehicle moves to Ii
0, otherwise

(5)

C. Optimal route establishment
In this section, we describe the establishment process of the
optimal backbone route from TIS to TID. It is worth noting
that we regard the optimal route issue as the optimization
problem expressed in (1). To solve this problem, we propose
an ACO-based algorithm which is skillful in addressing such
combinatorial nonlinear optimization problems in complex and
dynamic systems.
1) Candidate route derivation: Once the terminal intersections for source S and destination D are selected, respectively,
S ﬁrstly sends a routing request to TIS. If the routing information (satisfying with QoS requirements) towards TID exists
at TIS and it is not out of date, TIS replies a positive message
to S; otherwise TIS sends a negative response to S and then
starts to search the optimal backbone route.
To derive the candidate routes from TIS to TID, TIS
launches a group of forward ants towards TID, here we set
the number of forward ants to Nf ant . When a forward ant
arrives at intersection Ii , it ﬁrstly records Ii ’s ID and its
transmission delay, then it makes a stochastic decision to
choose the next intersection based on both global and local
pheromone stored locally at Ii . Suppose that there are K
neighboring intersections of Ii , namely I1 , I2 , ..., IK−1 , IK .
The probability pij with which this forward ant selects Ij as
the next intersection is given as
pij = K

LPij α · GPij β

m=1

LPim α · GPim β

(6)

where α and β denote the weight values. LPij depicts the Local Pheromone, which reﬂects the local QoS of road segment
eij from Ii to Ij . GPij means the Global Pheromone, which
implies the global QoS of route yij from Ii to TID when going
through Ij . The expressions of LPij and GPij are derived as
LPij = F (eij ) =ϕ1 · P C (eij ) + ϕ2 · P DR (eij ) +
Dth − D (eij )
1
ϕ3 ·
·
Dth
(1 + Dv (eij ))

(7)

GPij = F (yij ) =ϕ1 · P C (yij ) + ϕ2 · P DR (yij ) +
(8)
Dth − D (yij )
1
ϕ3 ·
·
Dth
(1 + Dv (yij ))
where P C (eij ), P DR (eij ), D (eij ) and Dv (eij ) denote the
connectivity probability, packet delivery ratio, delay and delay
variance of road segment eij , respectively, and these three metrics are deduced in section IV. P C (yij ), P DR (yij ), D (yij )
and Dv (yij ) (derived in (2)) represent the same QoS metrics
for route yij . Obviously, LPij is the heuristic pheromone
which can help forward ants get the latest local QoS information and explore new routing paths. GPij represents the
global route QoS, and it makes the forward ants be inclined
to select the established optimal route, which is beneﬁcial
to the algorithm convergence as well as the avoidance of
routing problems (routing holes and/or highly loaded links)
on upcoming road segments. Therefore, the probability pij is
used to keep the balance between new route explorations and
prior route exploitations by adjusting the values of α and β.
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Algorithm 1 AQRV routing algorithm concept
1: TGP : update time interval of global pheromone.
2: Identify TIS and TID using (4).
3: S sends a routing request message to TIS for the global
pheromone towards TID.
4: if global pheromone exists && CurrentT ime −
LastU pdateT ime ≤ TGP && D (y) ≤ Dth then
5:
A positive response is sent back to S.
6: else
7:
TIS implements Optimal route establishment (refer to
Algorithm 2).
8: end if
9: S initiates data packet forwarding intersection by intersection.
10: if TIS || TID changes then
11:
TIS implements Optimal route establishment.
12: end if

When a forward ant arrives at TID, and if its delay is less
than Dth , the path passed through by this ant is selected as an
available candidate route. An outage situation may occur if all
the arriving forward ants do not fulﬁll the delay requirement,
which means that there is no available routing path at the
moment, most probably due to a heavy loaded network or
an excessively high delay requirement. The problem can be
resolved by restarting the routing exploration processes when
the network condition improves or by selecting an appropriate
delay threshold value.
2) Optimal route selection: We make use of backward ants
to implement the optimal route selection among the explored
candidate routes in terms of updated global pheromone. When
a forward ant arrives at TID, and if its transmission delay
fulﬁlls the required delay threshold Dth , this forward ant
is converted into a backward ant, otherwise, it is dropped
directly. This backward ant carries an intersection list (give
by the respective forward ant), and then it is sent back to
TIS using the same but reverse route of the corresponding
forward ant. When arriving at a given Ii (moving from Ij ), the
backward ant ﬁrstly calculates the Latest Global Pheromone
LGPij (derived in (8)) by means of carried global QoS metrics
of the passing through route (via (2) in terms of local road
segment QoS), and then the pheromone GPij stored at Ii ’s
table is updated as follows
GPij ← (1 − δ) · GPij + δ · LGPij

(9)

where δ is the weight parameter (0 < δ < 1). Obviously, this
pheromone update process can avoid the exploration stagnancy
of routing paths and alleviate the effect of LGPij ’s instant
value. After that, GPij is renewed in the ﬁeld of updated
global pheromone of this backward ant.
Once all backward ants arrive at TIS, we compare F (y)’s
values of all the available candidate routes, and the route with
the maximum value of F (y) is selected as the optimal one.
Then, TIS sends a positive routing message to source vehicle
S to start data packet forwarding.
Note that a pheromone evaporation process is necessary to
avoid the rapid algorithm convergence towards a suboptimal

Algorithm 2 Optimal route establishment
1: for each ant packet A arriving at Ii do
2:
if A → T ype == F orwardAnt then
3:
Record Ii ’s ID in A’s header.
4:
N extIntersection selection using (6).
5:
Send A to N extIntersection.
6:
if N extIntersection == T ID then
7:
if D (y) ≤ Dth then
8:
A → T ype = BackwardAnt.
9:
else
10:
Drop A.
11:
end if
12:
end if
13:
end if
14:
if A → T ype == BackwardAnt then
15:
U pdateP heromone process using (9).
16:
Send A to N extIntersection.
17:
if N extIntersection == T IS then
18:
U pdateP heromone process using (9).
19:
Drop A.
20:
end if
21:
end if
22: end for
23: P heromoneEvaporation using (10).
24: Output the optimal route according to (1).
25: TIS sends a positive routing message to S.

region. In AQRV, we deﬁne the evaporation process as follows
GPij (t + Teva ) =

η · GPij (t)
τmin

If GPij (t) > τmin
Otherwise

(10)

where η denotes the pheromone evaporation factor and 0 <
η < 1, Teva means the evaporation time interval and τmin
stands for the lowest threshold of global pheromone.
3) Data packet forwarding and route maintenance: In
AQRV, we deﬁne two forwarding processes for data packets.
When forwarded between two neighboring intersections, data
packets adopt the greedy carry-and-forward mechanism. When
arriving at intersection Ii , data packets are dynamically relayed
to next intersection Ij which shows the maximum global
K
pheromone GPij = max {GPim }, where K denotes the
m
number of Ii ’s neighboring intersections.
To cope with the topology changes and maintain routing
paths, when the terminal intersection of source or destination
vehicle changes or deposited global pheromone is out of date,
AQRV implements a new optimal route establishment process.
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 summarize the different steps
of AQRV.
IV. L OCAL Q O S

MODELS

(LQM)

OF A ROAD SEGMENT

In this section, we propose the local QoS models for 1-lane
road segment scenarios, and these models play an important
role in routing selections for urban environments. We choose
connectivity, packet delivery ratio and delay to evaluate the
QoS of road segments, as these metrics are closely related to
the communication parameters such as wireless channel fading
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Fig. 1. Vehicle distribution analysis on a 1-lane road segment.

effects, communication ranges, road segment length, vehicle
densities, distributions and so on, all of which reﬂect the
almost complete trafﬁc conditions of road segments. Note that
these three metrics may be antagonistic in different VANET
scenarios. For example, the ascending vehicle density is advantageous to the link connectivity improvement and delay
reduction, but may aggravate end-to-end packet delivery ratio
due to more inﬂuences from channel fading and interferences.
To this end, we propose mathematical models for connectivity
probability, packet delivery ratio and delay, respectively, so
as to evaluate the comprehensive and real-time local QoS of
1-lane road segments.
A. Assumptions
In this section, we present the assumptions to design our
models. Firstly, the number of vehicles on a roadway follows
Poisson Distribution, and the vehicle spacing density is set to
λ. This assumption has been proved in [36], [37]. Secondly, the
vehicle velocity is assumed constant and referred to as v, and
the length of vehicles is negligible compared with the length
of road segment. Thirdly, a simple greedy carry-and-forward
mechanism is used to relay packets within road segments, and
when packets are carried by a moving vehicle, they do not
suffer from packet losses. Finally, we employ the shadowing
model [38] as the propagation path loss model, assume the
rayleigh fading channel [39] as the wireless channel, adopt
RTS/CTS (Request To Send/Clear To Send) mechanism, and
utilize simple BPSK modulation technique.

distributions of vehicles are random and the distance between
vehicles separately located in two consecutive cells may vary
from 0 to 2R, so the link (such as the link between two
vehicles Ck and Ck+1 shown in Fig. 1) may be disconnected.
Obviously, the case of cs = 0.5R is a sufﬁcient but not always
necessary condition for the connectivity of a link between any
two vehicles, which are respectively located in two adjacent
cells. On the contrary, cs = R is a necessary but insufﬁcient
condition for link connectivity. According to aforementioned
interpretations, we set cs = a · R (0.5 < a < 1) to conﬁrm the
necessary and sufﬁcient condition for link connectivity, and
let K be the random variable denoting the number of vehicles
in the interval a · R. Based on our assumptions, K follows
Poisson Distribution and its Probability Mass Function (PMF)
is given as
k

(aRλ)
(11)
· e−aRλ
k!
Obviously, in the case of cs = a · R, the probability
P C1−cell that one cell contains at least one vehicle is expressed as
P (K = k) =

P C1−cell = 1 − P (K = 0) = 1 − e−aRλ

(12)

As shown in Fig. 1, the multi-hop link between Ii and Ij
is connected as long as each link distance between any two
consecutive vehicles does not exceed R. This implies that there
is at least one vehicle in each cell of the road segment, so the
link connectivity probability of the road segment between Ii
and Ij is derived as
N

P C = (P C1−cell ) = 1 − e−aRλ
(13)

L
denotes the number of cells on the road
where N = a·R
segment between Ii and Ij . From (13), we see that the
connectivity probability of a road segment is a function of
the vehicle spacing density, communication range, cell size
and road segment length.
N

C. Packet delivery ratio derivation in a road segment
B. Connectivity probability derivation in a road segment
In a 1-lane scenario, we deﬁne that a link between two
consecutive vehicles is connected as long as this link length
is within the communication range. In this section, the multihop link connectivity probability is derived for a given 1-lane
road segment. Due to the variational number of vehicles, the
vehicle topologies on a road segment are timely changed and
the exact connectivity probability is hardly derived. In our
model, the given road segment is divided into several cells
to capture the connectivity characteristics. We deﬁne the cell
size as cs = a · R and consider two threshold values of the
cell size 0.5R and R, as shown in Fig. 1, where R denotes
the communication range, a is the weight value, L stands
for the length of this road segment, Ii and Ij represent two
intersections, and SN indicates a static node located on each
intersection to assist data packet forwarding. In the case of
cs = 0.5R, the maximum distance between any two vehicles
in two adjacent cells equals R, which guarantees the link
connectivity between them. In the case of cs = R, the location

As a key metric to measure the reliability of multi-hop
wireless networks, Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) is deduced
for a given 1-lane road segment in this section. Note that, due
to channel fading inﬂuences and propagation characteristics of
the shadowing model, a packet can not be always transmitted
successfully even if the distance between the transmitting and
receiving vehicles is within communication range R. Obviously, the successful packet delivery is totally different from the
aforementioned link connectivity probability in our models.
In addition, the statistical and real-time trafﬁc information
have demonstrated that vehicles tend to move in clusters
on the road [40]. Consequently, based on the scale sizes of
vehicles clusters, an analytical PDR model can be deduced
via taking into account three different cases illustrated in
Fig. 2: the Fully Connected road segment case (FC case,
where the Communication Cluster Scale ccs ≥ L), Fully
Broken road segment case (FB case, ccs = 0) and Partly
Connected road segment case (PC case, 0 < ccs < L).
We deﬁne forwarding link length Lf as the distance through
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Fig. 3. Analysis of potential interfering nodes. Vehicle Ck+1 is sending
packets to Ck (located in the origin of coordinates (0,0)). The distance
between Ck and Ck+1 is xk , Rinf denotes the interference range, R means
the communication range, Lis represents the length of interfering segment
and Cinf is an interfering node located in the interfering segments.
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Fig. 2. Analysis of different cases in a road segment scenario.

which packets travel when forwarded via wireless multi-hop
communications within the road segment, while carry link
length Lc is the distance through which packets pass when
carried by a vehicle at speed v.
1) 1-hop packet delivery ratio: In order to propose the
multi-hop packet delivery ratio model of a road segment, we
ﬁrst need to model the packet delivery ratio of a single hop.
In this paper, we assume the use of RTS/CTS mechanism
in the wireless channel, so the interferences introduced by
hidden terminals and concurrent transmissions can be reduced.
However, there are still some potential interferences from the
neighboring nodes located in the segment that is outside the
communication ranges of both the transmitter and receiver but
inside the interference range of the receiver, as shown in Fig. 3.
Therefore, we consider the components of the channel fading
and potential interferences to deduce our PDR model.
Based on the derivation in [38], the overall shadowing
model is given as



Pr (x)
x
+ XdB
= −10 · β · log
(14)
Pr (x0 ) dB
x0
where Pr (x) delegates the received signal power at the 1-hop
distance x from the transmitter, XdB is a random variable
following Gaussian Distribution (GD) with zero mean and
standard deviation σdB (σdB = 4 ∼ 12), β denotes the
path loss exponent (β = 2.7 ∼ 5 for shadowed urban area),
and Pr (x0 ) is a reference value of received signal power given
by

2
Pt Gt · Gr
λc
Pr (x0 ) = 2 ·
·
(15)
x0
Ls
4π
where Pt is the transmitted signal power, Gt and Gr denote the
antenna gains of the transmitter and the receiver, respectively,
Ls represents the system loss and λc means the carrier wave
length.
In addition, in terms of the coherent BPSK modulation and
Rayleigh Fading channel, a link BER (Bit Error Rate) can be

expressed as [39]
1
BER =
2




1−

γ0
γ0 + 1

(16)

where γ0 denotes the mean ratio value of the received signal
to the interferences plus noise, and it is deﬁned as follows
γ0 =2σ 2 ·

Pr (x)
N
inf
Ptherm +
P i inf

(17)

i=1

where 2σ 2 is the mean value of the random variable in
Rayleigh Distribution, Ptherm = Fk ·CT R denotes the thermal
noise power, Fk is a constant parameter, CT R stands for the
channel transmission data rate, P i inf is the interference from
the neighboring node Ci and Ninf represents the number of
interfering nodes.
As shown in Fig. 3, from the perspective of the receiver
Ck , the potential interfering nodes are located in two segments: (R, Rinf ) and (−Rinf , −R − xk ) due to RTC/CTS
mechanism, and there is maximum one interfering node in
each 2R within
so we have: max Ninf =

 these segments,

Rinf −R
Rinf −R−xk
+
.
2R
2R
By substituting (17) into (16), we can derive

1 1
2σ 2 Pr (x)
BER (x)= − 
(18)

N
inf
2 2
i
2
2σ Pr (x)+Ptherm+
Pinf
i=1

So the 1-hop packet delivery ratio is given as
P DR1hop (x) = (1 − (1 − cr) BER (x))

psize

(19)

where psize denotes the packet size, cr stands for the error
correction ratio and x depicts the 1-hop distance.
2) Packet delivery ratio in the FC case: In this case, the
links on the road segment are fully connected, and packets
are forwarded from intersection Ii to Ij hop by hop. The hop
counts are closely relevant to the connectivity probability of
road segments, so we set cell size cs = a · R (0.5 < a < 1)
to investigate 1-lane road segment scenarios based on the
discussions in section IV-B. As shown in Fig. 2(a), forwarding
link length Lf = L, and carry link length Lc = 0, then the
hop counts between Ii and Ij in this case is expressed as




L
Lf
+1=
+1
(20)
HF C =
a·R
a·R
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where L is the road segment length, R denotes the communication range and a is the cell size parameter.
Therefore, the packet delivery ratio of the 1-lane road
segment in the FC case can be given as follows
P DRF C = P DR1hop (x)

HF C

= P DR1hop (x)

HF C

· P DRC · PF C
· PF C

(21)

where P DRC is the packet delivery ratio when packets
are carried by a forwarding vehicle (P DRC = 1); PF C
represents the probability of the FC case and PF C = P C =
N
1 − e−aRλ
(deduced from (13)); the average 1-hop distance x = L/HF C .
3) Packet delivery ratio in the FB case: In this case, the
road segment is fully disconnected and no vehicle is available
to forward packets, so packets from intersection Ii are carried
by the forwarding vehicle at vehicle speed v until this vehicle
enters the communication range of intersection Ij . Here, we
deﬁne the link length between two successive vehicles Ck and
Ck+1 as xk , as shown in Fig. 2(b). Since we assume that
vehicle speed v remains constant on a road segment, as long
as the link length between two latest arrival vehicles Ck+1
and Ck satisﬁes with xk > R, packets hold by Ck+1 will be
carried at v until arriving in the communication range of Ij .
Based on the above analyses, Lc = L − R, Lf = R and the
packet delivery ratio in the FB case is given as
P DRF B = P DR1hop (R) · PF B

P DRP C = P DR1hop (x)

F (x) = P (X ≤ x) = 1 − e−λx

(23)

where λ denotes the vehicle spacing density of the road
segment.
Consequently, the probability of the FB case is expressed
as
−λR

(24)

Finally, by substituting (24) into (22), the packet delivery
ratio in the FB case is derived as
P DRF B = P DR1hop (R) · e−λR

(25)

4) Packet delivery ratio in the PC case: In this case, the
road segment is partly connected, for example, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), the network links from Ii to vehicle C1 are fully
connected, but the link between C1 and C0 is broken because
of the far distance between them x0 > R. As a result, packets
are forwarded hop by hop from Ii to C1 , and then carried
by C1 until C1 enters the communication range of Ij . Here,
forwarding link length Lf = Lf 1 + Lf 2 , Lf 1 is equal to the
distance between Ii and C1 , and Lf 2 = R.

HP C1

· P DR1hop (R) · PP C (26)



Lf 1
denotes the hop counts within Lf 1 ,
where HP C1 = a·R
x = Lf 1 /HP C1 is the average 1-hop distance and PP C is the
PC case probability, which is derived as
PP C =1 − PF C − PF B=1 − 1 − e−aRλ

N

− e−λR

(27)

According to (26), once Lf 1 is derived, the packet delivery
ratio in the PC case can be deduced.
We deﬁne Cd (m) as a constraint condition for the connected cluster, and it means that the link length of any two
successive vehicles in this cluster satisﬁes with xk ≤ R for
k = 1, ..., m, and x0 > R. Obviously, we can express Lf 1
as the sum of each link length in the connected cluster, and
m

xk , where m denotes the number of connected
Lf 1 (m) =
k=1

links. Based on above illustrations, E(Lf 1 ) is deduced in
(28), where E [x|x ≤ R] is the average link length with the
constraint x ≤ R, and M is the largest integer that makes
Lf 1 (m) ≤ L.
Since link length X follows the exponential distribution, the
CDF of X with constraint X ≤ R is expressed as

(22)

where PF B means the probability of the FB case.
On the basis of the previously mentioned assumptions,
the number of vehicles on a road segment follows Poisson
Distribution, so the distance X between any two consecutive
vehicles obeys exponential distribution [41]. More precisely,
the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of X could be
expressed as follows:

PF B = P (X > R) = 1 − F (R) = e

The packet delivery ratio in the PC case is illustrated as
follows:

P (X ≤ x, X ≤ R)
G (X) = P (X ≤ x|X ≤ R) =
P (X ≤ R)

1−e−λ·x
, 0≤x≤R
1−e−λ·R
=
0,
otherwise

(29)

As a result, the expression of E [x|x ≤ R] can be derived
as

E (x|x ≤ R) =

R
0

xG (X) dx =



1 − (Rλ + 1) e−λR
=
λ (1 − e−λR )

R
0

x

λe−λx
dx
1 − e−λR

(30)

Based on (30), the largest integer M is derived as


L
M · E (x|x ≤ R) ≤ L ⇒ M =
E (x|x ≤ R)

 (31)
L · λ 1 − e−λR
=
1 − (Rλ + 1) e−λR
Using (30) and (31), the value of E (Lf 1 ) in (28) can be
derived.
Finally, the average packet delivery ratio between Ii and Ij
is given as
E (P DR) = P DRF C + P DRF B + P DRP C

(32)

where P DRF C , P DRF B and P DRP C are derived in (21),
(25) and (26), respectively.
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E (Lf 1 ) =
=
=

∞

m=1
∞

m=1
∞


9

E [Lf 1 (m) |Cd (m)] · P [Cd (m)]
E

m


!
xk |xk ≤ R for i = 1, ..., m, and x0 > R · P [xk ≤ R for i = 1, ..., m, and x0 > R]

k=1

m · E [x|x ≤ R] · P [x0 > R] · P (x ≤ R)

m=1

m

=

∞


m · E [x|x ≤ R] · e−λR · 1 − e−λR

m

m=1

As the road segment is ﬁnite and its length equals L, the length of connected cluster should satisfy with Lf 1 (m) ≤ L.
Consequently, E (Lf 1 ) is rewritten as
"
E (Lf 1 ) =
$

M


m · E [x|x ≤ R] +

#
L

· e−λR · 1 − e−λR

m=M +1

m=1

M · 1 − e−λR

∞


M +2

−(M + 1) · 1 − e−λR

=

(28)

%
−e−λR + 1 · eλR · E [x|x ≤ R]+L · 1−e−λR

M +1

D. Delay derivation in a road segment
As a greedy carry-and-forward algorithm is used to relay
packets between two adjacent intersections, the packets delay
on a road segment is closely correlated to several parameters,
namely network connectivity, 1-hop delay, hop count and
vehicle speeds. In this section, we propose a delay model by
considering three cases identiﬁed in section IV-C: the FC case,
FB case and PC case.
1) Delay in the FC case: In this case, as shown in Fig. 2(a),
the road segment between Ii and Ij is fully connected, and
packets are forwarded hop by hop, so the delay in the FC case
is simply given as
DF C = HF C · tp · PF C

m

(33)

where HF C and PF C denote the average hop counts and
the probability of the FC case, respectively, and these two
parameters are represented in section IV-C2, tp [42] is the 1hop delay, which depends on several parameters, such as the
packet sizes, channel transmission rates, contention window
sizes, trafﬁc loads and so on.
2) Delay in the FB case: In the FB case, since network
connectivity is totally broken, packets are carried by a forwarding vehicle at speed v until this vehicle enters into the
communication range of Ij , the trafﬁc scenario is shown in
Fig. 2(b). Obviously, the delay in the FB case consists of
two parts including the time consumed in carry link length
Lc = L − R and the last hop. So the delay in the FB case is
expressed as


Lc
L−R
DF B =
+ tp · PF B =
+ tp · PF B (34)
v
v
where PF B denotes the FB case’s probability, which can be
derived from (24).
3) Delay in the PC case: In the PC case, as shown in
Fig. 2(c), packets are relayed from Ii to C1 via multi-hop
wireless links, and then these packets are carried by C1
until C1 comes into Ij ’s communication range. Forwarding
link length Lf in the PC case is composed of two parts:

M +1

Lf 2 = R and Lf 1 (given in (28)). Therefore, carry link length
Lc = L − Lf 1 − Lf 2 = L − R − Lf 1 , and the delay in the
PC case is derived as

Lc
DP C =
+ (HP C1 + 1) · tp · PP C
v



(35)
L − R − Lf 1
Lf 1
=
+
+1 · tp · PP C
v
a·R
where PP C denotes the probability of the PC case, which is
deduced in (27).
From the above analysis, the delay from Ii to Ij is given
as
E (D) = DF C + DF B + DP C
(36)
where DF C , DF B and DP C are deduced from (33), (34) and
(35), respectively.
Finally, the delay variance between Ii and Ij can be deduced
as:
Dv = E D2 − E(D)
=

2

(37)
DF C 2 DF B 2 DP C 2
2
+
+
− (DF C+DF C+DP C )
PF C
PF B
PP C

V. P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we ﬁrstly verify the proposed local road
segment QoS models, and then analyze AQRV’s performance
compared with different versions of AQRV, two geographic routing protocols (GSR [20] and CAR [10]) and two
intersection-assisted routing protocols (SADV [12] and IEGRP [21] (in IEGRP, we assume that 30% intersections of the
urban environment are connected via high bandwidth links)).
In order to better explain the advantages of our analytical
QoS and TI models, we deﬁne AQRV_NLQM as a version
of AQRV in which the local road segment QoS is obtained by
periodic beacons rather than the proposed LQM models, and
specify AQRV_NTI as the modiﬁed AQRV in which the routing paths are explored between two end-to-end communication
vehicles rather than from TIS to TID.
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A. Experimental environment
In our simulation experiments, we make use of Vehicular
Ad Hoc Networks Mobility Simulator (VanetMobiSim [43]) to
generate vehicle mobility. The simulation area is set to 5000
meters (m) × 5000 m consisting of 57 intersections and 91
1-lane road segments, where the vehicles move at a speed
selected between 10 ∼ 20 meters per second (m/s). The vehicle
spacing density and vehicle safety time are deﬁned as 0.01 ∼
0.04 vehicles per meter and 2 seconds (s), respectively. We
use Intelligent Driver Model with Intersection Management
(IDM IM [43]) as the mobility model, where we set that
vehicles arriving at intersections follow the rule of "ﬁrst
arrive ﬁrst go through and turn right". In addition, the initial
positions and moving trips of vehicles are randomly selected,
and we take advantage of NS-2 [44] as the network simulator
and generate stochastically 250 Constant Bit Rate (CBR)
sessions. In order to eliminate the effects of random seeds and
obtain satisfactory Conﬁdence Intervals (CI), we repeat each
simulation 50 times. The remaining simulation parameters are
indicated in Table I.
TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameters
MAC protocol
CBR packet rate
Communication range R
Interference range Rinf
Data packet size psize
Forward Ant number Nf ant
TGP
Delay upper threshold Tth
Cell size parameter a
Pheromone weight parameter δ
QoS weight parameters ϕ1 , ϕ2 and ϕ3
Weight value in TI selection χ
Weight parameter of local pheromone α
Weight parameter of global pheromone β
Pheromone threshold τmin
Pheromone evaporation factor η
Evaporation time interval Teva

Value
IEEE 802.11p
2 packets/s
150 ∼ 350 m
250 ∼ 450 m
128 and 256 Bytes
50
10 s
80 s
0.75
0.3
0.2, 0.2, 0.6
0.5
8
5
0.3
0.95
1s

2) Packet delivery ratio of road segment: In the scenario
of Fig. 6, we set λ = 0.015 vehicles/m and this ﬁgure
shows that the average error between the theoretical results
and simulation results is only 4.85% when cs = 0.75R.
In addition, when the road segment length rises, the packet
delivery ratio decreases due to more communication hops.
Moreover, the packet delivery ratio increases with the decline
of interference range because of the less interference effects
from neighboring nodes. Fig. 7 validates the availability of
the packet delivery ratio model with varying vehicle spacing
density, channel transmission data rate (CTR) and packet
size. As expected, the packet delivery ratio declines with the
increase of CTR, which leads to lower SINR and higher BER.
Besides, the packet delivery ratio becomes worse with the
increase of vehicle spacing density. The reason is that higher
vehicle spacing density improves network connectivity and
then makes data packets be forwarded mainly by wireless
communications, which result in more interferences from the
wireless channel fading.
3) Delay of road segment: Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 describe the
correlation among the delay, vehicle spacing density, channel
transmission data rate and cell size. When cs = 0.75R,
the analytical and simulation results of these two ﬁgures are
in good agreement, which demonstrates the accuracy of our
road segment delay model. Besides, Fig. 8 shows that the
road segment delay decreases noticeably, since the network
partitions can be repaired with the increase of vehicle spacing
density. In Fig. 9, we set λ = 0.03 vehicles/m. This ﬁgure
shows that the road segment delay decreases when the channel
transmission data rate rises, which makes data packets be
transmitted rapidly without the requirement to wait for a long
time.
According to above investigations, when cs = 0.75R, all
average errors between analytical and simulation results are
less than 5%, which veriﬁes the correctness of our proposed
analytical QoS models for road segments. In addition, for
example, when vehicle spacing density increases, connectivity
probability is enhanced, delay reduces but packet delivery ratio
degrades. These results justify the need for combining the three
QoS metrics to meet the complete QoS routing performance.

B. Validation and analysis of local QoS models
1) Connectivity probability of road segment: Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 illustrate the impacts of road segment length L, cell size
cs, vehicle spacing density λ and communication range R on
the road segment connectivity probability. We set λ = 0.015
vehicles/m in Fig. 4, which displays the upper and lower
thresholds of road segment connectivity when cs = R and
cs = 0.5R, respectively. When cs = 0.75R, the average
analytical results are closely consistent with the simulation
results (CI = 95%). In Fig. 5, we set L = 1500 m and
cs = 0.75R, and from this ﬁgure, we can see that the average
analytical results coincide with the simulation results for all R
and λ. In addition, when the communication range and vehicle
spacing density are increasing, the road segment network
partitions can be repaired, which improve the connectivity.
These two ﬁgures validate the accuracy of our proposed
connectivity probability model.

C. Routing protocol performance analysis
1) End-to-end packet delivery ratio analysis: Fig. 10 shows
the average packet delivery ratio for different vehicle spacing
densities. We can see that all protocols show higher packet
delivery ratio for lower vehicle spacing density. The reason
is that, when vehicle spacing density increases, data packets
prefer to be transmitted through wireless communications,
which make them suffer from more channel fading effects than
those carried by moving vehicles. In addition, we notice that
AQRV achieves the highest packet delivery ratio compared
with other routing protocols. There are two main reasons to
explain such results. First of all, AQRV dynamically selects
the optimal routing path with the highest communication QoS
including packet delivery ratio. Secondly, AQRV searches
available routing paths based on ACO, which makes different
communication pairs and ants cooperate with each other
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to update the latest pheromone immediately. Obviously, it
is advantageous to coping with rapid topology changes in
VANET environments and improving packet delivery ratio.
CAR does not maintain any backup routes and provides only
one complete end-to-end routing path, which is pretty much
vulnerable in VANET environments and causes higher packet
losses. GSR is a source driven routing protocol, and it makes
routing decisions using the distance to the destination while
neglecting other available routing information, so some data
packets may be dropped when encountering extreme network
conditions. In SADV routing protocol, packet forwarding
delay between two adjacent intersections is estimated by
periodically relaying packet, and delay matrixes stored in
intersections are revised via delay update message broadcast,
these two schemes may result in serious network congestions
and low packet delivery ratio. IEGRP can efﬁciently forward
data packets by means of wire-connected intersections, but the
rest of routes are selected using a simple greedy carry-andforward algorithm, which ignores trafﬁc information and may
lead to packet loss. In addition, compared with AQRV_NLQM,
AQRV indicates a little higher packet delivery ratio. The
reason is that LQM models enable AQRV to avoid redundant
overhead and alleviate network congestions, so as to improve
packet delivery ratio.

low-delay routes. Secondly, AQRV dynamically selects the
next intersection using global routing information, and this
scheme helps to make routing decisions based on the latest
trafﬁc information and effectively avoid network holes on
upcoming communication road segments. Finally, compared
with AQRV_NLQM, AQRV beneﬁts the network congestion
alleviation and packet retransmission reduction, which decrease one hop delay. Fig. 11 also represents that the curve of
AQRV offers a more rapid convergence, which implies that the
delay variance of AQRV is smaller than that of other routing
protocols. Actually, AQRV takes delay variance into account
in the process of routing exploration and selection, and it also
explores available routing paths using both the latest local and
global QoS, which is conducive to maintain stable routes. GSR
and IEGRP ignore trafﬁc information along routing paths, and
data packets are forwarded by means of the distance-greedy
rule, so the transmission delay changes dramatically as the
trafﬁc conditions vary along the route. CAR is a min-delay
routing protocol but can not update routing information in real
time, so the upcoming data packets may suffer from serious
network partitions leading to higher delay. In SADV routing
protocol, due to transmission time of delay update messages,
delay matrixes are not updated in real time and the selected
routing path may not be optimal, which then cause more delay.

2) End-to-end delay analysis: Fig. 11 compares the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of end-to-end delay
for different routing protocols, where we set vehicle spacing
density λ = 0.015 vehicle/m. We notice that the delay of
AQRV is lower compared to the remaining protocols. Indeed,
90% delay statistics of AQRV are within 11.36 s, and 90%
delay records of AQRV_NLQM are less than 13.11 s, while
for CAR, GSR, SADV and IEGRP, the delay thresholds
responding to the CDF value 0.9 are 27.49 s, 52.37 s, 17.99
s and 38.39 s, respectively. The reasons of the best delay
performance of AQRV are as follows. In the ﬁrst place, due
to the ACO paradigm, AQRV makes different communication
pairs collaborate with each other to update available routing information, which is advantageous to coping with the
rapid network topology changes and adaptively choosing the

3) Overhead analysis: Fig. 12 represents the generated
overhead by all routing protocols as a function of different
vehicle spacing densities. Note that for a fair comparison,
we deﬁne the overhead as the ratio between the total control
packet bytes and the cumulative bytes of successfully received
data packets. From this ﬁgure, we ﬁnd that the overheads
of all routing protocols increase when the vehicle spacing
densities go up, since the hello control packets occupy an
important proportion of the whole overheads and their number
is mainly determined by the vehicle spacing densities. In
addition, Fig. 12 shows that the overheads of AQRV are
lowest compared with those of other routing protocols. The
reasons are as follows: (1) AQRV only explores the optimal route between two terminal intersections by ant unicast
forwarding rather than between end-to-end communication
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pairs by packet broadcast, (2) based on the existing optimal
route, AQRV can directly carry out data forwarding without
new routing exploration, and (3) AQRV employs the latest
routing information to dynamically choose the optimal next
intersection, which enables higher packet delivery ratio and
thus reduces the overhead. Compared to the overhead of
CAR, GSR, SADV and IEGRP, AQRV_NLQM shows a lower
value due to its higher packet delivery ratio and unicast ant
forwarding scheme of AQRV_NLQM. Finally, the overhead
of AQRV_NTI is higher than that of AQRV, as AQRV_NTI
has to initiate a new optimal route establishment process for
each communication pair via ants forwarding, which in turn
generates more overhead.
4) Optimal Route convergence time analysis: Fig. 13 depicts the average optimal route’s convergence time for AQRV
and AQRV_NTI. From this ﬁgure, we observe that the average
convergence time of the optimal route in AQRV is shorter than
that in AQRV_NTI. Obviously, using already explored optimal
route, AQRV can directly implement data forwarding for
different communication pairs with same terminal intersections
and QoS requirements, so this scheme helps to decrease
the convergence time, while AQRV_NTI has to initiate an
optimal route establishment process for each communication
pair, which may lead to network congestions and end-to-end
delay increase. Besides, with the increment of vehicle spacing
density, network partitions can be repaired and convergence
time is reduced.
5) Inﬂuence of global pheromone update interval and number of forward ants: Table II shows the normalized QoS and
overhead of selected optimal route, in which we vary the
update interval of global pheromone TGP and the number of
forward ants Nf ant . Here we deﬁne the normalized QoS as
F (y) expressed in (1). From table II, we can observe that
the normalized QoS, overhead and average convergence time
decrease for larger TGP , which implies that AQRV does not
need to send forward ants in time to keep up with the topology
changes, and data packets can be directly forwarded by means
of explored routes in a long period, obviously, it reduces the
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Fig. 13. Average convergence time of the optimal route.

TABLE II
T HE INFLUENCE OF TGP
TGP
10 s

30 s

50 s

Nf ant
10
30
50
100
200
10
30
50
100
200
10
30
50
100
200

QoS
0.8768
0.9001
0.9105
0.9112
0.9147
0.8693
0.8916
0.9008
0.9017
0.9018
0.8535
0.8629
0.8891
0.8900
0.8900

AND

Overhead
13.1241
13.9102
14.1499
15.3222
16.8726
12.7760
12.9304
12.9997
13.6592
14.7214
12.3167
12.4942
12.8158
13.1210
13.9870

Nf ant
Convergence time
0.9521 s
1.2235 s
1.4814 s
3.7516 s
5.5950 s
0.6150 s
0.7419 s
1.4707 s
2.5700 s
3.9909 s
0.5443 s
0.2695 s
0.3388 s
0.5983 s
1.7605 s

number of required forward ants and the convergence time
of the optimal path, but the routing information obtained
may be out of date. In addition, Table II indicates that the
normalized QoS is proportional to the number of forward ants,
because more forward ants can increase the routing exploration
randomness and enhance AQRV’s global exploration ability,
which is beneﬁcial to the optimal route search but increases
the average convergence time. When the number of forward
ants rises from 50 to 200, the QoS only improves a little,
but the overhead increases rapidly. In this paper, in order
to enable AQRV to keep a good balance among the QoS,
overhead and average convergence time, we set TGP and
Nf ant to 10 s and 50, respectively. Moreover, in order to
investigate the correlation between the required forward ant
number and trafﬁc network size for a given desired QoS, we
carry out experiments for various network size conﬁgurations.
The results show that the duple network size does not need
to double the number of required forward ants for a ﬁxed
QoS value. For example, based on the following two trafﬁc
environments (2500 m × 5000 m vs 5000 m × 5000 m ),
and for a targeted QoS equal to 0.9105, 32 forward ants on
average are required per route establishment in the smaller
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TABLE III
T HE INFLUENCE OF η
η
0.85
0.90
0.95

Teva
1.0 s
1.5 s
1.0 s
1.5 s
1.0 s
1.5 s

QoS
0.8723
0.8853
0.8802
0.9089
0.9105
0.9107

AND

Overhead
14.8789
14.6822
14.7579
14.1812
14.1499
14.1476

Teva
Convergence time
1.3064 s
1.5456 s
1.4243 s
1.9145 s
1.4814 s
2.5827 s

trafﬁc environment while 50 forward ants are used in the
other one (which corresponds to an increase of 56.25%).
This behavior of AQRV is inherited from the adaptive and
cooperative features of ants, which collaborate with each
other to accelerate routing establishments based on already
discovered local and global pheromone, thereby reducing the
use of new ants.
6) Inﬂuence of pheromone evaporation factor and evaporation time interval: Table III presents the effects of pheromone
evaporation factor η and evaporation time interval Teva on normalized QoS, overhead and average convergence time. From
this table, we can see that both QoS and convergence time
increase with the rises of η and Teva , which result in a slight
decline in overhead. The reasons are given as follows: higher
values of η and Teva cause less pheromone to be evaporated
for a period of time. They also implies that the inﬂuences
of the latest pheromone are reduced and the random effects
of routing exploration are enhanced, which are beneﬁcial to
deep routing searches and better QoS achievements but at the
expense of higher convergence time. In addition, according to
the mentioned deﬁnition, overhead is a ratio between the total
control packet bytes and the cumulative bytes of successfully
received packets, so better QoS implies higher packet delivery
ratio which induces lower overhead.

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new protocol AQRV for
adaptively selecting the best routing path in vehicular urban
environments. The challenge of dynamic QoS-based routing
selection is ﬁrstly regarded as a multi-objective optimization
problem, which we have solved through proposing an ACObased algorithm. By employing local and global pheromone,
available candidate routing paths between terminal intersections are explored by forward ants, then the corresponding
backward ants are used to choose the optimal route and update
the latest global pheromone. Besides, we have derived local
QoS models in 1-lane road segment scenarios via considering
three metrics, namely connectivity probability, packet delivery
ratio and delay. Finally, we have validated our analytical local
QoS models through extensive simulations, and demonstrated
that AQRV outperforms the reference protocols (GSR and
CAR). The simulation results also represent the effectiveness
of the LQM and TI concept. For future works, we would
further investigate the effects of AQRV weight parameters
on the relaying quality of road segments, and compare the
performance of ACO to those of other optimization methods.
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